
IN THE MATTER OF 

THE ROYAL BOROUGH OF KENSINGTON & CHELSEA 

LEASEHOLD FL~T ENTRANCE DOORS 

SUBMISSION ON BEHALF OF RBKC IN RESPECT OF FIRE ENFORCEMENT RESPONSIBILITIES 

IN RESPECT OF DEMISED LEASEHOLD DOORS 

By this submissoon, the Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea { RBKG) seeks the 

guidance of the Secre[n/of State as to its responsibilities to take enforcement arising out of 

the aoDIication of the Kegulatory Reform (Fire Safetyj Order 2005 I’the FSO") and the 

Housing Act 2Ot}4 I"the I IA") to leasehold flat entrance doors within buildinl]s in multiple 

Organlsation |"TMO") within the gorou~h. RBKC has made significant efforts to reach 

2. In particular, guidance is sought on; 

(1) the dispute between RBKC and as to the interpretation of the protocol between them 

rot givin~ effect to the provisions of lhe FSO and the HA ("the 

how RBKC/TMO should Both dKehar~e their statutory and common law responsibilities 

and protect their positions ~hould the LFFpA briJ]8 enforcement action against them 

under the FSO, having particular regard of the ImpllcaUons for RKK~;’s resou]ces. In 

particular, we are to consider in this ce==lext potential enforcement action which RBKC / 

TMO could brink against their leaseholders and / or occupiers via any or all of the 

following mechanisms; 

(a) pursuantto theirleases; 

(b) enforcement notices; and / or 

{c) injunctive relief from the h~h court. 
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Summary of Submission 

For the reasons s~t out beluw, RRKC submits that LFEPA’s interpretation of th~ Protocol, 

that RBK¢ are the lead enforcement authority in respect of leasehold doors, is 

unsustainable. Wbilst, pursuant to the Protocol, RBKC have undertaken to enforce fire 

safety standards in accordanre with the HA, such duties are distinct from those which arise 

under the FSO, for which LFEPA remains the lead authority pursuant to the Protocol, 

Moreowr, LFEPA have threatened RBKC I TMO with prosecutlo~ if LFEPA considers that 

easehold doors place the ’responsible oerson’ as defined by the FSO in breach of that Order. 

~BKC submits that |his approa~l~ is entirel/contrary to the spirit of cooperation 

encaosulated by the Protocol and the model protocol previously approved by the 

Undersecretaries of State, and would amount to an abuse of the Court’s ~rocess. LFEPA are 

seeking bo hold RBKC hostage by wieldin~ their enfor~em~n~ powers over ttBKC~ in order to 

obtain a concession that enforcement of fire safet~ legislation In resoect of leasehold flat 

entrance doors is RBKC’s duty. 

]he following documentation to which this submission refers is attached: 

(~) Protocol betv~en RgKC and LFEPA dated ~7tn November 20:[~ and 20" February 20~2 
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(7) Housing Health ¯ Safety Rating System Enforcement Guidance (issued March 2006) 

("the Enforcement Guidance") (E~ hibil~ RBKC 7L 

TMO manage apwoximat~ly 2,600 leasehold flats within RBKC on RBKC’s behalf. "the Fire 

Risk Assessment performed by RBK¢ in accordance with the ESO has identified 

approximately 68 leasehold flats whose doors are likely to breach the requirements of the . 

RBKC considers that. as the enforcing authority Of the FSO, LFEPA should be pursuing the 

individual leaseholders whose doors are unsaEe pursuant to articles 5(3) and 5(4) of the FSO 

and the Protocol concluded between RRKC and LFEPA. However, LFEPA seeks to lay the 

responsibility for ensuring compliance with RBKC and has threatened to take enforcement 

potion against RRKC if non=compliance is discovered. 

~. RBKC consider that this approach frnm LFEPA ~olltradicts the official guidance set out below. 

g. RBKC seeks ¢la rlffcatlon of Its duties and the propriety of threat,;ned actiQn against it by 

LFEPA. 

The Guidance 

9. The published guidan~e in respect ef entrance doors greatly infor~ls the cortect approach as 

to the detern~inatlon of the Issues at larRe. It can be summarised as follows, 

10 The LGG Gu dance.. Exhibit RBRC 2, includes the followil~g: 

¯ fiat entrance and other doors" (para. 
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Tile riot etilra,ce doo~s are cdtlcol to the safety o~ the common parts In the event of a fire 

withinoflat. Thedcorsmustbesel~-dosingandoJ[ordanader/uated~greeo[fire 

red,stance. Whezethesed~rsa~, un~ertenan~greemen~, theNsponsibigtyo~the 

~reeh~lder, the F50 anff [the HA] may both ~ u~ed tz~ addze~ dormancies, ~ut, in m~nF 

cases, ff will be the FSO that Is more appropriate to apply, 

In the case of many existing leasehold fiats, the tespat~sibllity Jor maintenance of the 

entrance doors rests with the residents. In this case, the ~reeholder’ s power to armnge ~or 

dejects to be rectified may be limited or non-existent, making enforcement action o~ the 

~¢eholder htapp~prl~te. 

o.f prernise~ (as defined by Arti~le 5(3) of the F$O], with a daty to ~nsure the adequacy of the 

... 29.3 Under [the Government endorsed protocol], arrangements are put in pl~ce for 

in any given ~ase" {emphasis added}. 
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benchma~ standards, ft Nto does not meet the standerds of the day t!~e block was built. 

7ho~e stonderds hove J~ot ~oeet~ reloxed. The new do~ i~ zeplaced with a door slmilar to the 

one originefly~ltted, would still net meet current s~andords. A~ explained I~ter, the lock of e 

p~sltive e¢ti~n ~e~f~ing deuice ~t the ve~y ie~st i~ ~nsidered to ~re~e ~ s~gn~ic~nt risk" I~ 

practice, replacement o~ the new door with an FB305 door, [itted wii~ t~ posidve sel[-¢lo~fng 

device, would I~e the eppropriete solution... 
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In addition, tile two relevant case studies In Appendices 7 and 9 to the LGG Guidance advise 

that the ~elevant remedial action will be to requir~ I~us~holders to re~ ace nonocompli~l~t 

entrance doors 

3.~. This Buidance was the result of consultatiol~ with. among others, the Office of the Chief Fire 

regard to this guide~, LFEPA’s current stance appea=s to RBKC to d~s~egard it wholesale. 

12. Further guidance is found in the LACORS Guidance endorsed by the Under Secretaries of 

State for housing and fir~ safety, Exhibit RBKC 4. as follows: 
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suitable, purpose desig~led and te~ted doorset constructions is always preferable" (para. 

2~.8) 

Interpretation of the Protocol between LFEPA & RBK(: 

13. Appendix I to the LACORS ~]uidance~ states as follows: 

"A.6 In viaw of the dun enforcement regime, there i~ a ~lear need for consistent an d 

coherent joint working arrangemen t~ between local housing authorities and fire and rescue 

14. The May 2007 protocol referred to appears at Appendix 2 to the LACORS Guidance. Its 

central purpose was the integration of enforcement policy in respect of fire safety between 

the releva~t fire and local authorities. It was expressly endorsed by the Under Secretary of 

State with responsibility for HoL~sing, garoness Andrews OflE, and the Under Secreta~ of 

State with responsibility for Fi~’e Safety, Angela Smith MP. The Under Secretaries 

comm~nded the protocol to local authorities and fire authorities alike to promote a 

"¢o!labor~tive" approacb lo tbe "p~rtnershlps" between the authorities at a local level. 

lS. The Protocol between RBKC and LFI~PA, Exhibit RBKC d. signed on ~.7~ November 2Oll and 

20~ February 20~2 respectively, was produced under the auspices of the Government 

endorsed protocol. In particular, It reflects the presumptions ~hat 

the purpose of the protocol is to promote LFFpA and RBKC working together to agree 

how their respective strategies can complement one another; 
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(2) the resoonsibililie~ fol inspecting c~rtain categories of property are e~ressly discrete 

(3] LFEPA will be th~ loud enforcement authority in respect of all multiple-occupied 

accommodation that Is owned or managed by liBKC; 

{4) similarly, "[RBKC] acknowledge~ thet LFEPA wiil rnon[tor and e~force [ire sefety 

stonderds, ro ~ s~r~’a~tory ~t~nderd, m premises [including all multFoccupfed 

accommodation owned or managed by RBKC)~ 

RBKC will remain resoonsihle for enforcing the provisions of the HA having regard to the 

print’Dies and r~quirement~ of the FSO, and will monitor and inspect its own premises to 

ensur~ adequate fire safety standards; and will enforce fi~e safety standards In 

accordance with the HA a~d the Housing ~ealth & Safety Rating System ["the HHSRS’ I, 

having regard to relevant published documents. 

~.6, In addition, the Protocol provides that, ~tFEPA ~cknowledge~ treat the fire ~e[ety s~andt~rds 

ruquired by [RBKC] u~der lth e HAl will, hi most cases, ochieve a so tisJacto~y level 

(rl) LF[PA do not accept that the wording of section 3 r~eans that it would take tbe lead on 

enforcement.in respect of common parl~ in purpose built blocks; 

(1) Whilst the LFEPA retain an "overall" enforcement role, it is for RBKC to take any 

enforcement action against Individual leaseholders. Moreover, the LFEPA is prepared Io 

issue notices against RBKC as landlord (i.e. as "responsible person") notwithstanding the 

LFEPA’s ability to enforce against individual I~aseholders pursuant to article 5(3) of the 

FSO; 

(2) LFEPA consider RBKC ~re able to enforce against individual leaseholders under the HA; 

(3) clause 3{i) of the sample lease. Exhibit REt{C ~, equips RBI~C with a civil cause of action 

agains! its leasel~olders who do not comply with fire p~eca~tions under the HA / FSO. In 
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this regard, LFEPA seek to rely upon an unidentified decision of the Upper Lands 

VaJuatlon Tribunal, which s~ems likely to R BKC to b e that of ghe~field CC v. Oliver 12007] 

(Lands Tr); 

~5) LFEPA is s~eklng guidance from the Secretary of State in respect of "tfiis entire khue". 

:18. RBKC submits that LFEPA’s position on this poiz~t is untenable, Not only is the wording of the 

Protocol entirely clear, unambiguous al~d plain, It also reflects the Gover=lment approved 

Protocol There is simply no support for LFEPA’s construction in the Protocol itselfi The 

. LI~PA’s stance on this point is indicative of its attitude to the issues which arise, whichin 

itself gives rise to comcern on R~I(C’s part. 

(1) Respo n,~ibility rot enfo rceme nt 

19. In respect of this related point, the Protocol provides both for LFEPA to be the lead authority 

in respect of accommodation kl multiple o~cupation owned or managed by RBK~. However, 

it also provides for RBKC to inspect its own premises. Whilst apparently contradictory, in 

this respect the Protocol chimes with the terms of the HA and the official guidagce whiel~ 

accompanies it. Paragraph 1.4 of the Enforcement Guidance provides as follows: 

"...Although Io~1 authorities cannot take statutory en[orcemenf action against themselws in 

respect a~ their own stock they will be expected to use HHSRg to assess the condition at their 
stock end to ensur~ their housing meets the Decent Home gtond~rd’~ 

RBKC submits that the guidance accordingly expressly disowns any suggestion that the local 

authority could be the lead enforcement authority for fire issues in respect of its own stock. 

20. Whilst RBKC acknowledges its ongoinfi responsibiliLy to make inspections under the HA, it is 

notable that following inspection, section ~.0 of the HA requires figK¢ to notify IFEPA if an 

associated smoke (rag. 4 of the 2005 Regulations)). 

2~. 3l~is requi=~ement, in RBKC’s submission, identifies the fundamental flaw in LYE PA’S position 

both in i’eSp e~ of who ~hould be the lead en forceb~ent ~ uth d rity ~hd Who th~ appropriate 

9 
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target of an)’ enforcement aetfon should be: on LFEPA’S analysis, it will be for RBKC to 

inform LFEPA of matters which would form the basis of enforcement action by LFEPA against 

RBKC, Such an approach by LFEPA could not, it is submitted, be regarded as consistent with 

the principles of the Protocol as expressed or the spirit of the Government endorsed 

protocol which it seeks to emulate, it files in the face of the fundamental principles of 

expressly lie at the heartofthe Protocol. 

(2} Enforcement agai~st hea~eholders under the HA 

22. In terms of the suggestion, that BgKC could / should take direct action against leaseholders, 

the prescribed method of assessing risk provided b’, the 2005 Regulations becomes relevant, 

The Housing Health and Safety Rating System (HHSRS) for th~ hazard of ~ire requires an 

overall assessment of risk in the block. 

23. Risks are highly likely to be assessed as much lower for the ourDoses of the HA than 8s 

assessed by the I FFPA for th~ purposes of Hsk. This is because for the HA the risk Is based 

on an individual risk assessment of the likelihood of a fire causing harm to the occupier 

HHSRS. RBKC submits that it is contrary ~o curren[ jurisprudentialthlnklng that the 
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25. Moreover, LFEPA’s suggested approach runs direclly contrary to Ibe Protocol between 

LFEPA and gBKC. Th~ terms ofthe Protocol take Into account that it Is appropriate that the 

FSO takes precedence a~ld tbat the LFEPA is the authority to enforce that legislation, which 

makes particular sense not least as L~EPA has the expertise and e~perience in enfordr~ the 

"defend ill place fire strategy" that is used Io protect residents in the event of a fire. 

(3) UsinB clause g(i) of the samole lease to enforce @~ainst leaseholders 

will onlv be out o~repalr such as to enabl~ RBKC to use clause 3(0 of the Iease at the point 

. at which it fails ~ operate as B harrier ~ the out,de or similar. A shortfall in fire protection 

dispenses with the i~ue of ’~rotectien of tbe building" on which the LFEPA seek to rely in 

clause 3(i) of the lease, beFause this ~s a categow of maintenance, repair and upkeep. The 

considerations which arise under the cases ~llowing Quick v. T~f[ Ely BC [1986] Q~ 809 

r~arding maintenance or repair as oppo~d to be~erment still app,. In pa~icu~ar, we note 

the observations of Laws U in Al~er v. Coflingwood HA 12007] 2 EGtR 43: unte~ a door has 

deteriorated s~ as to afford less pro~ect~on to ~e building than it did previously, it ~ould not 

be sal6 to be out o~repeid, notwiths~nding that fire safety standa~s have changed In the 

meantime. It is only in circumstances in which it is possible to identl~ that a particular 

laaseholder has changed the nature of the door by reference to the protection that it 

affords the building since the commencement of his lease that clau~ 3(i} would enable 

28. The position RBKC faces in respect of the entrance doors is that described in paragraph 28.5 

of the Local Government Group’s Guidance at tab 10 of our papers ("the LGG Guidance"), 

which states as follows: 
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2_9. This guidanr~ represents a ~rthe~ strong indication that il falls to the LFEPA to take any 

necessa W action against the leaseholder, not RBK¢. 

affords the building has been reduced. 

31. RBI(C also draws the Secretary of State’s attention to article 5(41 of the FSO. It provides as 

follows: 

32. 

enforcement action against the leaseholder on the basis that the application of the FSO to 

t2 
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this will be subject to (and the very reason for) such protocols as exist in this case to identify 

which authority will take the lead. 

33. Further in this regard, clause 2{iii) of the sample lease provides as follows: 

"(iii) Upon receipt of any notice order direction orother thing from any competent euthorlty 

o fleeting or Ill, elF to of~ect the whole or ~t)y p~t of the demised premises the Building or the 

Estote whether the s~e sholl be se~ed directly on the Lessee or the originel ~ e copy 

whether issued by the LFEPA under the FSO or by RBK¢ under the HA. As it applies to both 

statutory regimes, at first blush it is of neutral impact as to which authorit~ should take the 

lead for enforcement. However, it (~oes ensure that enforcement action by the LFEPA would 

14} &(5) Resources 

35. RBK(: submits that LFEPA’s contentio~ based on reso(irces is unattractive (both authorities 

are funded from the public purse), aad certainly does not displace the plain and clear 

agreement reached in the Protocol, as discussed above. In truth~ LFEPA’s position seems 

very slgnifica ntiy driven by an attempt to avoid havir~ ~o expend resources discharging 

responsibilities which it has undertaken to perform, not only as a matter of duty under the 

FSO, but in accordance with the Protocol. RBKC submits its position cannot be sustained, not 

least as It would lead to very slgnlficant duplication of expenditure of public resources which 

is specifically ol=e of the conseq~lences whidl protoco]s such as that enacted between LFEFA 

and RBKC are designed to avoid. 
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35. AS discussed briefi] a~ove. RBKC submits that enforcement action aBainst RBKC bythe 

basis, t is axiomatic that any enforcement action has to be justifiable on the terms of an 

circumstances in which RBKC has itself continued to comply with the Protocol, In particular, 

3B. This category of abuse of process is now well esta blished and has been e~tended to other 

a reas of r~gulatory prosecution (e.g. ~tzoud DC v. Eaulland (28t~-30~" April 2008, Bristol 

Crown Court, HHJ Tlcehurst, unreported)). RBgC submits that the terms of the Protocol and 

its context are such that enforcement action such as that overtly threatened b~ LFEPA 

against RBKC falls into the same category, and should not be countenanced. 

Conclueion 
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JOHN COOPER 

HA R RY VAN N 

2 Crown Office Row 
Temple 

London EC4Y 7HJ 

20tl~ February 
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